Squares with Borders

Lee's Surrender

REDUCED — FROM OLD KIRBY NOB, KY. COVERLET

RT. BLOOMING LEAF BORDER — RT. BLOCK — SEL.

LT. JOINING BLOCK — CENTER REPEAT — RT. JOINING BLOCK

SEL. — LT. BLOCK — LT. BLOOMING LEAF BORDER

Threading No. 12

USE TABBY

BLOCK

BLOOMING LEAF

BLOCK

END BORDER

CENTER REPEAT 5 TIMES

END CENTER

TABBY

THREADING AND TREADLING SEQUENCE

Ends

Selvage 5
RT. Block 31
Blooming Leaf 91
RT. Joining Blk. 25
C. Center Repeats 6 x 30 180
Lt. Joining Block 22
Blooming Leaf 91
Lt. Block 31
Selvage 4
Total 480

184